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Trump, within a span of a week, has made a U-turn; from a coward to hero.

So, the MSM; his aggressive violence, his murderous killing spree in Syria,  Yemen and
threatening North Korea with a nuclear ‘take-out’ – turns Trump from a coward to a macho.

Overnight, so to speak, Trump has become the darling of the mainstream media.

That tells you who is controlling the ‘brainstream’ of the masses. Just look at the 24 April
2017 edition of the US Inquirer – “Trump Declaring War on Dictators”, depicting photographs
of Presidents Putin, Assad, and Kim Jong Un, with the caption “Dead Men Walking”. What
this paper says – if the term ‘paper’ even applies – is the opinion of a large segment of the
US population – and the west in general, led by the puppets of Europe.

After  attacking  Syria  for  a  false  flag  Sarin  gas  attack  on  mainly  women  and  children,
pretending sending the nuclear aircraft carrier Carl Vinson to the shores of North Korea –
and taking over from the Saudis,  the most vicious war against helpless Yemen, killing
thousands  of  civilians,  women  and  children,  soon  exceeding  Obama’s  murders  –  and
plunging  this  poverty  struck  country  into  further  misery  and  famine  –  Trump  has  finally
ascended to the level corporate America and their corrupt media requires a US president to
command the world. Bravo!

Actually, with all the hoopla of the new warrior Trump, there seems to be a lot of confusion
regarding  his  turn-around  politics  in  Syria,  and  especially  with  the  aircraft  flotilla  sailing
towards North Korea. According to the NYT, the Navy released photographs of the Carl
Vinson  off  the  coast  of  Indonesia  to  take  part  in  a  joint  Navy  exercise  with  Australia,
thousands of miles away from the Korean peninsula. Trump then corrected himself saying
the vessel would arrive in North Korea by this weekend, whereas the Pentagon speculated it
would reach its destination more likely towards the end of April. And a few days ago, the
White  House  reported  sending  two  more  carriers  and  flotillas  to  North  Korean  waters?  –
What  is  actually  going  on  in  the  waters  off  the  Korean  peninsula?
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Not least, as Trump’s heroic bravura, he inaugurated the “Mother of All Bombs” (MOAB) –
the  GBU-43/B  Massive  Ordnance  Blast  Bomb,  by  dropping  it  –  an  11,000-ton  bomb
equivalent of TNT – on Afghanistan’s villages – killing dozens of innocent people. Even within
his  first  100  days  in  office,  Trump  has  joined  the  club  of  murderers,  assassins  and  war
criminals of his predecessors. Just to see whether MOAB behaves as expected, busting
bunkers and other underground structures, causing earthquake like explosions up to 200 m
below the surface, capable of destroying nuclear reactors.  Its reported to be the most
devastating bomb, other than a nuclear bomb. It is the most vicious and devastating test
since the nuclear Hiroshima blast.

The MOAB is mainly intended for nuclear reactors. The thought goes to North Korea, and
Iran. Afghanistan, already a wasteland, complements of the horrid west, was not chosen by
accident for the test. Afghanistan, in addition to the country of transit still planned for the
infamous and highly disputed TAPI (Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India) pipeline, also
possesses uncountable riches of rare earths and minerals – worth billions and especially
needed for the ever-growing war industrial complex – which already today uses up more
than half of the extractive industry’s output, worldwide.

Imagine – first devastation of mother earth by plundering her unrenewable resources; then
doubling up with destruction and merciless killing and maiming of countries, cities, cultures
and entire populations. All for dominance, power and – greed. And Trump goes along with all
of that – at least for now, as he needs the support of the Neocons to survive.

Yes, Trump, after just 100 days in office has proven that he is up to the task that his masters
have carved out for him. He had a choice of sticking to his campaign promises of seeking
peace  not  war,  of  not  interfering  in  other  countries’  businesses  –  and  risking  being
impeached or even killed – there are precedents of neutralizing inconvenient politicians,
including in the history of the United States, as we know – by the deep establishment. Well,
The Donald chose to live and bask in the sun of his success. Who wants to blame him?  But
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turning from an eccentric billionaire to an outright mass murderer, makes him a first-degree
assassin. If there was an independent Nuremberg style court on this globe, their fate would
be sealed.

Justice in our western world is nothing but a pipedream. And unless, We, the People, stop
believing in  the fakeness of  the UN System, of  international  institutions,  including the
International Court of Justice – once designed as balancing organisms, as peace and justice
seeking institutions – we are actually contributing to the fraud played out in front of our
eyes.

Now let’s face it. Would Washington and its masters be stupid enough to risk a nuclear war
over North Korea, or Syria for that matter? – I doubt it. Not even Trump would be stupid
enough to risk destroying the world as we know it, with no known outcomes, other than
probable and likely total or close to total destruction. That’s not good business. That’s not
good  for  profits.  On  the  other  hand,  keeping  wars  and  conflicts  as  vicious  and  chaotic  as
possible  and  as  long  as  possible,  that’s  good  business,  bringing  high  profits  for  the  war
industry  and  its  sub-contractor,  the  extractive  industry.

Mr. Trump, you are a businessman. Your sable-rattling scares people. Scared people do not
invest. But you know such things. Do you? – So, you can’t really believe that you will scare
Presidents Putin and Xi  Jinping onto their  knees? –  They are much stronger than you,
intellectually,  spiritually  and  even  compared  to  your  war-mongering  armada  displayed
around the globe.  And you and your  masters  know it.  But  you hope more deception-
propaganda may help postpone your faltering empire’s demise.

Talking to Americans of all walks, talks and beliefs – the Inquirer, mentioned above, may at
least partially reflect the opinion of a large a segment of people. Though, one thing is crystal
clear and unites pretty much all US citizens I talked to – whether they voted for The Donald
or not – none of them wants war. They are all scared of another war; they want peace, work
and a livelihood that allows them to feed their families.

President Trump take note. They elected you. Most of them are sick and tired seeing their
tax dollars being spent on wars and endless conflicts around the globe – while at home they
are suffering unemployment at rates way above the official labor statistics – around 22% –
and decapitation of social services at rates similar to those of Spain and Greece. They all
may like the MSM hammered and brainwashed slogan of  “America First”  and “Making
America Great Again” – but they do not see the connection to wars. None of those that I
talked to think that the Inquirer’s ‘dictators’ – Messrs. Assad, Kim Jong Un and Putin are a
threat to US national security.

President Trump wake up! Your co-citizens are waking up. They want an America of Peace,
not of bombs and blood. They want the America your promised them – of friendly relations
with other nations, including Russia, of non-interference in foreign lands, of a reduction of
the more than 1,000 US military bases around the globe – and they want you to bring back
outsourced jobs to their Homeland. They want a strong America, as in a solid economy, not
one based on wars and destruction.

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff
and worked extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources.
He lectures at universities in the US, Europe and South America. He writes regularly for
Global Research, ICH, RT, Sputnik, PressTV, The 4th Media (China), TeleSUR, The Vineyard of
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The Saker Blog, and other internet sites. He is the author of Implosion – An Economic Thriller
about War, Environmental Destruction and Corporate Greed – fiction based on facts and on
30 years of World Bank experience around the globe. He is also a co-author of The World
Order and Revolution! – Essays from the Resistance.
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